HaPoC GA 2017, agenda
A. HaPoC events
Last 2 years:
- HaPoP-3 in Paris, June 25 2016, Paris
- symposium at ICHSTM, The Ubiquity of Computing: historical and philosophical
issues, ICHST2017, 23–29 July 2017, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
- symposium Legal, ethical and political issues of computing, World Humanities
conference, Liège
- CiE 2016 and 2017 HaPoC Special Session
Supported:
- Summer School On Computer Simulation Methods, September 25-29, 2017, High
Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS)
Upcoming:
- HaPoP-4, 2018, Oxford, organized by Ursula Marin and Tomas Petricek
- HAPOC@dlmpst in Prague 2019
- HaPoC-5, 2019 – call for proposals
Proposals for other events you would like to see supported by the commission are
welcome,
please
contact
info@hapoc.org,
liesbeth.demol@univ-lille3.fr
and
g.primiero@mdx.ac.uk
Publications:
- Proceedings HAPOC-3 in Pisa (published)
- Springer Volume “History and Philosophy of Operating Systems” (forthcoming)
B. A new council
- Exactly 6 nominations were received and so no new elections need to be held.
- Presentation of the new HAPOC council
C. HAPOC Membership
– Overview: numbers, interdisciplinarity and nationalities
– Discussion: Are we reaching out to all relevant communities? How can we
improve this (cfr suggestion to “sponsor” submissions of HAPOC sessions at
– related events)?
D. Budget
– Explanation Budget (from DHST and DLMPST)
– Overview Budget 2015-2017
E. HAPOC website
– Quick explanation and issue of inactivity accounts

– Suggestions for improving/extending the website. Call for volunteers to help us
maintain and develop the website.
F. New projects
- Robin Hill’s blog@acm on the philosophy of computer science – invitation to
professional groups to write a guest column (see e.g. https://cacm.acm.org/blogs/blogcacm/212711-the-work-and-inspiration-of-the-commission-on-the-history-and-philosophyof-computing/fulltext)
- Regular column in The reasoner: potential to open this for all interested members
- Plans for establishing our own journal. How and what kind of strategy (cfr.
suggestion of collaborating with existing journal)?
G. General Discussion
- How do we see the future of HaPoC? What are we missing?
- Statement of the HaPoC commission: call for suggestions of changes - are we
inclusive enough?

